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Extension of the roller ski track in the Roland Arena

The multifunctional Roland Arena in Lenzerheide has become a renowned sports hotspot in recent years. After a four-year project planning phase, the groundbreaking
ceremony for the extension of the roller ski track at the Roland Arena in Lantsch/Lenz took place on 8 September 2021. In the future, the total length of the track will
be four kilometers and will offer training conditions for athletes that are unique in Switzerland. The opening of the first new roller ski track loop (2 km) will follow on 1
June 2022. The overall opening of the new roller ski track over four kilometers can be expected in September 2022.

biathlon-arena-lenzerheide.ch

10th anniversary of the Bike Kingdom Park

The Bike Kingdom Park (formerly Bikepark Lenzerheide) is the heart of the Bike Kingdom Lenzerheide. Between the Rothorn valley station and the
Scharmoin middle station, five different trails - from the easy FLOWline family trail to the STRAIGHTline world cup trail - provide fun and thrills. In
summer 2022, the Bike Kingdom Park in Lenzerheide will celebrate its 10th anniversary. For this reason, there will be a daily evening operation until 9
pm during the high season from 2 July to 14 August 2022 and additional musical events will be held in the park.

bikekingdom.ch

New Zipline at the adventure mountain Pradaschier

The adventure mountain Pradschier in Churwalden presents the first zipline in the Grisons mountains. With the zipline, visitors fly downhill at up to 110
kilometers per hour, safely attached to a wire rope. During the almost 2-minute flight, 1,739 meters are covered with a height difference of 470 meters.
The 29 percent drop after the gentle take-off gives a feeling of free fall, which is very close to that of flying. The zipline stands for adventure, thrill,
experience and adrenaline with the highest requirements for safety.

pradaschier.ch
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